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WRRC ONLINE COMPETITIONS 
OFFICIAL MUSIC LIST 2020 

 
Dear Dancers, dear Coaches 
 
Here is the official music list for WRRC Online World Cup competitions. This list is obligatory for all 
Rock’n’Roll  couples who would like to take part in the Online World Cup competitions 
 

Number Song Title Artist Name 

1009 Cops And Robbers The Hoosiers 

1101 I’m So Excited Pointer Sisters 

1106 Lieber Lieder Adrian Stern 

1108 Mambo Nr 5 Lou Bega 

1112 Mighty Wings Cheap Trick 

1218 Worried About Ray The Hoosiers 

1219 Yes Merry Clayton 

1303 Captured By A Lovestorm Carola 

1312 Footloose Kenny Loggins 

1315 I’m Ready For Love Pointer Sisters 

1405 Peeppermint Twist The Sweet 

1406 Redneck Woman Gretchen Wilson 

1407 Right Between The Eyes Wax 

1409 Run Away Love Carol Fredericks 

1417 Vox Humana Kenny Loggins 

1504 Chequered Love Kim Wilde 

1505 Contagious BoysLikeGirls 

1703 Holding out for a hero Bonnie Tyler 

1705 Blue suede shoes Viva Elvis 

1815 When you’re looking like that Westlife 

5015 Snake Skin Shoes The Black Sorrows 

5020 Without Love Nick Lowe 

8015 Mr. Lee Pointer Sisters 

8101 7 Nights To Rock Nick Lowe 

8105 Ci Vuole Un Fisico Bestiale Luca Carboni 

8108 Ewigi Liäbi QL 

8113 Neutron Dance Pointer Sisters 

 
Here is the link to download the music:  Online World Cup RR Music 

https://1drv.ms/u/s!Amyr1aB_BoWHgt8Y-KleG8WFaYUK6g?e=UOYVcH
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For this list, we have managed to clear all musical copy-rights for the live stream of the 
competitions. 
 
 
Here is  once more the excerpt from the WRRC Online Competitions Rules: 
 
1.11 For each competition, sixteen (16) days before the airing day, there will be a publication of 

code name on the WRRC competition web page – one person from couple/formation will 
have to show this code name (for all) and song number (for couples only), specific for each 
competition, on a white paper and clearly visible on the footage on the beginning of the 
video. After this, allow minimum five (5) seconds before the dance performance starts. This 
part is for verification only and it will not be shown in the airing of the competition. 

1.12 Code name announcement (as described above and for each specific competition) is actually 
the opening of the announcement for all participants. 

1.13 After the Code name announcement, participants have a time frame of six (6) days to 
announce their performance together with video through WRRC Registration software. 

1.14 For formations only, the name of the choreography should be entered in the form for upload 
of the video file. 

1.15 For couples only, at each competition, each participant will choose a song from the official 
fixed list which will be published on the WRRC website. The number of the chosen song has to 
be clearly shown on the white paper presented at the beginning of the video. The same 
participant cannot choose the same song (already used for one of his previous videos) for 
another Online competition. 

1.16 Last announcement is 10 days before the competition, so that WRRC has enough time to 
make all the preparations with materials for the airing date. 

 

 

Regarding the recorded video file, please follow these rules: 

2.1 Videos should be recorded in a horizontal format (vertical videos will not be accepted). 

2.2 The video file should be only in mp4 format - resolution 1920x1080 full HD 

2.3 Videos should be recorded from a solid position (tripod or similar). Hand held videos will not 
be accepted. 

2.4 No light effects can be used - Just natural light and standard hall light. No background noises 
and no cheering are allowed. 

2.5 Dancing direction should be towards the camera (facing). 

2.6 All moves (hands, legs, jumps, acrobatics) should be fully visible - Choose appropriate distance 
from performers having in mind not to be too far away. 

2.7 In the background, no banners from a national association or club are allowed, no mirrors are 
allowed, just plain sport hall background - Preferably with a few colors as possible. Also, no 
other people than the performers are allowed to enter the recording area. 
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2.8 No additional editing of the video is allowed, applying of any video and audio filters is also 
not allowed - Any video with editing will not be accepted and the participants will be 
banned for the next competition. 

 

 

 

 

 


